
Name: __________________________________________________________ 
 

~Complete the Biome Chart~ 
 

 Tropical 
Rainforest 

Deciduous 
Forest 

Tundra Desert Savanna Taiga Grassland/ 
Prairie 

Location  
 
 
 

Located 
between 30 and 

50 degrees 
North and 

South latitude 

     

Dominant 
types of 
plants 

 

  Contains 
grasses, 
lichens, 

herbs-all plants 
grow close to 
the ground 

   This biome has 
wildflowers, 

corn, and wheat 

Dominant 
Types of 
Animals 

 

      

Q 
Climate 

 
 
 

The climate is 
very humid and 
with lots of rain 

    This biome has 
short summers 
and long cold 

winters 

This biome has 
an extreme 
temperature 

range between 
the seasons 

Other 
Fun Fact 

 

    This biome 
needs fires to 
help restore 

nutrients to the 
soil 

 Contains the 
most fertile soil 

 
 

 



Biome chart answers 
Place the correct phrase/description into the correct box on the chart.  

You may just write the letter/number choice. Some of the chart is already completed. 
A) Located in a belt around the equator - the smallest biome N) Located between 60 degrees North latitude and the Arctic 

Circle 

B) This biome has moose, bears, lynx, elk, wolves, and hares O) Located between a desert biome and a tropical rainforest 

C) This is the biome we live in P) Trees lose their leaves in the fall; maples, oak and birch trees 

D) This biome is usually very hot and very dry (can be cold at 
night) 

R) This biome has zebras, antelopes, rhinos, lions, and elephants 

E) This biome contains coniferous trees, which are cone-bearing 
trees with needle-like leaves 

S) This biome is located between a mountain range and the 
interior of a continent 

F) This is the largest biome in the world T) This biome contains the greatest amount of biodiversity 

G) This biome has 4 seasons throughout the year U) Dense plant growth with trees growing in 4 layers within a 
canopy 

H) This biome has 2 seasons throughout the year  V)The climate of this biome, has very long and harsh winters and 
very short summers 

I) This biome has Polar bears, snowy owls, and reindeer W) This biome is located North of the Arctic Circle 

J) This biome contains permafrost X) This biome has succulents and cacti 

K) This biome contains some trees but mostly tall grasses Y) This biome has scorpions, snakes, insects, and spiders 

L) This biome has Squirrels, mice, rabbits, deer, fox and owls Z) This biome is located in the interior part of a continent 

M) This biome has Monkeys, gorillas, parrots, insects, anacondas 1) This biome has contains mostly nocturnal animals 
 


